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Medication
Once again do we bid adieu to school days and quickly
acquaint ourselves with the new routine of vacation life.
Witha sigh of relief, I might say, are the books cast aside,
as days of vacationing, pleasure, and rest are happily
started. Yet, it is certainly true that to REST does not
mean to RUST. After an interesting and busy life in college, students must guard against falling into idleness durthe free summer days. As students with our Alma Mater,
our life is always full of interesting activities, which are
inspiring and educational, and which are a source of destruction to that threatening evil, Idleness.

Our college

life at Dayton “U” is truely intellectual, religious, civic,
and social. May we make our vacation life become a reflection of our college life. Perhaps, by making it a little
more economic would not be so bad. For not all of us can
be so fortunate as to be Princes of Wales. We are, nevertheless, entitled to our just amount of recreation. Certainly a bit of motoring, swimming, lawn tennis, golf, etc., will

be enjoyed by any student, who has applied himself diligently during his school days. The recreational side, as
well as the educational side, must not be unwisely nor extremely stressed. A student must always keep the balance
of his life in view, without over-emphasis of study or play.
While he is vacationing, a student must not lose sight of
his collegiate training, but he should remember the ideals

and principles that have been taught him and endeavor to
apply them to his daily life. A good student is one who not
only feels an intelligent interest in his studies, but who also
actively practices them when suchapractice may be help-
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ful either to himself, to his neighbor, or to mankind.
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The Spirit of the American Constitution
By Charles Laymon
HE world moves on at rapid speed. That
which was usual yesterday, has become the
unusual today. We call it progressing, and
that it is. The law of gravitation has-been defied,
and the aeroplane travels the highway of the heavens like a mighty eagle, which soars with outspread
wings from one mountain peak to another. A few
years ago the telephone made its appearance, and
we sank a cable into the ocean connecting London
and New York. Wireless telegraphy was the next
step, and men thought the ultimate had been
reached, yet, soon by means of the radio, we were
drawing messages out of the air. We have made
the world smaller, but in the process, life more comPiety
The fear has been expressed, that though we have
made rapid progress along material lines, we have
lost some of that staunch, sturdy, American idealism of our Forefathers, which finds expression in

the Constitution of the United States.
During the past decade, a great war has been
fought, dynasties have fallen, new republics have
arisen, and momentous history has been made.
While other governments were changing, ours,
based upon this Constitution, has singularly withstood all attacks made against it, and has held its
enviable pre-eminence. In the midst of the complexity of modern life, let us, in the name of Democracy, center public thought upon this document,
in the hope that man might again catch its spirit.
The spirit revealed in its history is inspiring.

ernmental history. We see its seed in the spirit of
the English people, when in 1215 they forced King
John of England to sign the Magna Charta, a document protecting their rights as members of a nation.

The Mayflower Compact of sixteen hundred and
twenty, was the first, strictly speaking, American
ancestor of our Constitution.

It, in itself was not

a Constitution, but it contained the germs of a Constitution, in that it was a simple agreement to abide
by the will of the majority.
Governmental documents remained much the
same until the close of the Revolutionary war, when
the colonies found themselves free from the ruling
hand of the Mother Country.
The Continental Congress was found inadequate.
On June the eleventh, seventeen hundred seventysix, a committee was appointed to draft the Declaration of Independence, and on the following day,
another to draw up a plan for a more substantial
union, resulting in the first Constitution of United
America,—The Articles of Confederation.
Government under the Articles was a failure, because

it was a government of states and not of men wholly
without power to enforce its authority, even upon
the states themselves. Asa result, on May twentyfifth, 1787, the first session of a convention, for the

sole and express purpose of revising the Articles
met in Philadelphia. Revision, however, seemed
futile, and the convention boldly and deliberately
abolished one government and erected another under an entirely new Constitution. This new instru-

The Constitution was not made during the short

ment, which is our present Constitution, was based

period of time its framers sat in conference.

It was

directly upon the political experiences of the Ameri-

the culmination of a definite development in gov-

can people in the colonial and revolutionary periods.
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The spirit of the men who drafted it, is challenging. ‘The convention was not a conclave of elder
statesmen. It was a gathering of comparatively
young men, of the hard-headed practical-minded
type, conservative in temper, yet determined in their
purpose of constructing a workable instrument of
government.

3enjamin Franklin was the eldest, being eightyone. His age, however, had not dulled his sagacity.
George Washington, the chairman of. the convention was fifty-five. Although his duties as moderator, prohibited him from taking an active part in
the debate, his spirit was keenly felt at all times.
In his opening address he said: “If to please the
people, we offer what we ourselves disapprove, how
can we afterwards defend our work. Let us raise a
standard to which the wise and honest can repair.

The event is in the hand of God.”

No individual

bore a greater part in shaping the Constitution, than
did James Madison, who was but thirty-six. Alexander Hamilton was only thirty years of age. His
greatest contribution to its success, was in the influencing of its adoption by the colonies, a tremendous work, and, in suggestions arising from his financial insight. Gouverneur Morris, who declared that
he wrote the final draft with his own hand, was
thirty-five.
In the last analysis, these men surrendered or
modified cherished political theories so that the
great common purpose might not fail. They were
the kind of men every age needs. May their spirit
never die.

The spirit embodied in the Preamble to the Constitution, is one of which any nation might be proud.
It was_the people themselves who ordained and established it, and not a certain group, interest or
majority. They desired to. form a more perfect
union, a better brotherhood among the states, and
between the individual citizens, in such a way that
each would feel a definite part of the United States.
Justice was sought, a justice in which there was
no respector of persons, and before whose bar rich
and poor would be equal. To provide for the com-

mon defense was one of its aims; not piled up armaments, not militarism for its own sake, not war

profiteers and their useless wars that destroy the
youth and promise of a nation, and burden future
generations with a crushing debt. To provide for
the common defense, we must have peace between
nations. It hoped that the blessings of Liberty
would transcend its own day and be enjoyed by
future generations.
The basic principles of the Constitution reflect
the spirit of Democracy. We have provided a representative, dual form of government, in which the
people remained citizens of their respective states
and citizens of the United States at the same time.
Individual liberty through constitutional limitations was assured. By the amendatory processes,
the Constitution need not become stagnate but
might grow with the growth of the nation. ‘The
judiciary which has been called its balance wheel,
guarantees a sane interpretation of its articles.
In seventeen hundred and seventy-six, the thirteen struggling colonies appealed to the world for
aid. In nineteen hundred and twenty-five, the world
looks to America for salvation. It is the spirit of
the Constitution, practically applied for a period of
less than two centuries, that enabled America to

become the leading power in the world. Will she
remain such in the future? Our Constitution is in
graver danger than ever before. Will its spirit be
lost in the roar of a mechanical civilization? ‘There
is but one way of preventing such a catastrophe,
and that is by imbedding the spirit of our Consti-

tution into the hearts of the American people.

In

the words of Abraham Lincoln we make this plea

for its perpetuation:
“Let the spirit of the Constitution be breathed by
every mother to her lisping babe; let it be written
in primers and spelling books; let it be taught in
schools, seminaries and colleges; let it be preached
from pulpits and proclaimed in legislative halls; let
it beocme the political religion of the nation.”
The cry of the hour is: Back to the Spirit of the
Constitution!
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The ‘Rose
By V. Koepnick, S$. M.
The crimson rose | love the best
Of all the flowers I’ve ever seen
To find just one I'll seek with zest
- Among the fields and meadows green.
It seems to blush a deeper hue
When kissed by early morning’s dew
;
With rubies red it seems ablaze
When bathed in Phoebus’ brilliant rays.
And all day long as breezes blow
Its blood-red petals sway to and fro.
Each breeze so soft yet a pirate bold,

That steals from the rose its perfumed gold.
Even the honey bee loves to rest
For a brief time in a flower’s breast;

Yet near the heart of a bright red rose
It lingers long for a sweet repose.
When the golden sun sinks in the west
And weary hearts prepare for rest,
Its petals red gaze up on high,

The counterpart of a sunkist sky.
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Education and its Relation to Citizenship
By Russell H. Schott
AN’S education from the very beginning
M

has concerned itself with self-preservation and the adaptation of the individual
to society.
Primitive man’s education consisted

of the general conviction of mankind that a complete education is the best means of adapting the
individual to his environments and making him a
most useful member of society.

primarily in protecting himself and his family

Many of the subjects taught are not an education

against his enemies, and obtaining food and shelter.
Only a meager amount of language was necessary.
But with the progress of civilization his interests
gradually included the family, the tribe, the village,
the city and nation. With the increasing interests
came the broadening of his education to adapt himself to his new surroundings. His language in-

in themselves but are merely a means toward an
end. Among these might be included athletics. It
is true that athletics receives more than its just
share of attention, but it is a natural attraction and
a recreation. Athletics is a good character developer because it makes natural leaders, requires
much restraint, self-discipline, and teamwork. ‘This
working together of a group for a common cause

creased, his work became more specialized, and his

conduct was governed by law and order.
Civilization placed more duties upon the individual, which made it necessary that he fit himself for
domestic, social and professional life in the shortest
possible time. Now we have schools with the best
methods and devices for teaching quickly the things
which we would not have time to learn by experience only. As our civilization improves our education must also improve and enlarge to’ keep pace
with the changes in our modes of living. We must
add civic, moral, social, health, and religious edu-

cation to the once sufficient three R’s.
Until the last century and a half most of the children were taught at home and this sufficed because

the family was a unit by itself.

The sons usually

learned and continued their father’s business but
with the rapid increase in the population of the
country it became necessary for more people to

live in towns. Urban life required better education
because there was more interdependence of individuals upon one another, more business transactions, more laws and government.

‘To meet this

great demand for an education which was thus
made necessary private schools and colleges were
organized. Public schools and universities soon
followed,.and today every child is required by the

law to attend school until he is at least fourteen
years old. (States differ in this requirement.) ‘This
rapid growth of our educational system is due to
realization of the people that a thorough education
is the best way of making good citizens.

The ultimate aim of all educational institutions,
is to inculcate into the student a thorough understanding of the duties of Christian citizenship and a

sense of personal responsibility for the performance
of these duties.

The enormous increase in the num-

ber of people now attending college is ample proof

is the foundation of good citizenship.
We have learned to cultivate our powers of observation and discrimination so that we can perceive more clearly than the uneducated person the
real value of things. This background of philosophy and reasoning gives us the ability to make cool,
calm and careful decisions on matters of importance, as well as steady balance of judgment which
is necessary to every man in a high position.
An educated man should always be able to raise
himself above the common level if he will just make
the best of all responsibilities thrust upon him.

This is true, because he has received a training
while at school, which gave hima spirit of earnestness, sincerity, enthusiasm and devotion to the subject before him. The ability to do things well is

another requisite of good citizenship.
The first rule of good citizenship is to give much,
of our time and attention to the needs of others.
This unselfish devotion to a common cause makes
our lives bigger and better and repays us in the per-

sonal satisfaction that we have helped humanity.

An education aids us here because we have studied
the relation of things, and of persons, so that we
can say what we say, clearly, and do what we do,
effectively.

From the standpoint of citizenship we can readily see that a good general education is as necessary
as the specialized education, that fits us for some

particular position in life. For while we may be
masters of our own chosen profession our outlook
on life is necessarily narrow unless we have a general knowledge and interest in all phases of life past

and present, and also of our city, the state, the nation and the world.

At the very beginning of our education we are
impressed with the value of thinking clearly.

To

UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON EXPONENT
do this we must be well grounded in the facts that
have been reasoned and settled by former genera-

tions. Then we havea solid foundation upon which
to judge all matters received for consideration. ‘Toward this end all colleges aim at truth in all matters. ‘This search for the truth instills in us a desire for further education. We want to know more
about things that interest us and are not satisfied
to accept general public opinion as final. A college
education is at best only a beginning, a setting
aright of the foundation upon which we can build
in the future, and a formation of habits of thoroughness in investigation of our subjects that counts for
most in the end. When we have learned to do our
duties to the best of our ability, we have made ourselves an asset to the community in which we live.
Another phase of education which is closely allied
to citizenship is its cultural value. The educated
man is usually the most cultured man for he has
been taught to appreciate and enjoy the finer things
in life. Such a man is more valuable to society for

11

he has higher ideals and is raised beyond the mere
animal desires of the lower classes.
Most of .the high positions in the state and nation are held by college graduates‘which shows that
educated men rule the world. ‘They rule because
they are best fitted to rule and their election is merely the result of natural selection. The Indians selected as their chief the bravest, most cunning, and
sagacious warrior because the principal duty of the
chief was to lead them in battle. Societies select
as their president the man who shows greatest interest, natural leadership, and best judgment, and
can best guide the destiny of their organization.
Likewise in electing our political leaders we choose
those men who work most faithfully and are best
prepared for the position. An educated man then
is their choice because he has studied political economy, economics, ethics, history, and other subjects
which teach him what has been done, what can be
done, and what should be done.

The Divine Friend
By P. Wagner, S. M.
The flower sweetest in my heart,
Whose beauty captivates my thoughts,
Whose perfume I have ever sought,
Is Jesus, Master of the loving art,
So faithful, I know no better friend.
Ye flower, that so lovely blooms,
I prize thee as my life’s sole end,
And nothing shall me from thee bend,
So Jesus, let there be no room

For others, than Thou, my loving Friend.

par
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Mickey
By Theodore D. Walsh

VV

HEN Michael Patrick Dennis Doonan took

ner of Tenth and Cherry. The result of which made

leave of old Erin he had salted deep

Sheamus one of the richest men in Corktown and
consequently, his daughter, Kathleen, the most

down in his jeans a few hundred hardearned dollars with which he purchased, what might
be dubbed, “a one-horse grocery store.” “Onehorse” because in those days Mr. Ford had not
made so vast an impression on the meagre storekeeper and Mr. Doonan, as the rest, was content to
deliver his wares through the medium of the longforgotten plug.
Doonan had overtaken or rather entered into the
business of bartering in vegetables because he felt
that it was rather neat to hand out staples and
gather in the sheckels without having to move from
the warm shelter of the store. It wasn’t so much

suited colleen from Fort to Michigan Avenues.
Our young hero “Micky” because his “fader”
owned a grocery store was far down the social scale
from Kathleen and hence, although he looked upon
her with covetous eyes, every time he sailed in the
back door for a bucket of suds for the “ould” man,

he felt as though he could never whisper the golden

and aflectionately called “Micky.”

words into her pretty ear.
But fate is funny—sometimes foolish—sometimes odd. It is this or these workings of fate that
enable us to tell our story.
“Micky” was a fighter. At least he could “handle his dukes,” as the boys of the corner say. Now
Kathleen being of the flapper type of that day was
all in all for the cave man and, although she would
hardly admit it, she thought more of a bloody battler than she did of the latest in bustles and braids.
Kathleen had a dashound given by her Uncle
Mike that she thought very, very much of. Now
one day—it was just the day preceding the Lightheavy weight battle between “Micky” Doonan and

If ever you have been in Detroit, for any length
of time, among the Irish you will recall the fam-

“Terrible Toothed” Thompson—she was taking the
dear little puppy out for a canter. The dog spied

ous or infamous, as you like it—Tenth St. Gymnasium and Athletic Club, run by “Paddy” Sexton,

one of its lady acquaintances across the way and
forthwith proceeded to call. Kathleen fearing for
the safety of the little darling started to follow.
Just as she was starting across the street who
should come driving like mad, but “Dogfaced”

that he was lazy but that he wanted life easy and,

too, he had heard that there was much money in the
work.
Now besides the ambition for a great store with
plenty of incoming cash, Mr. Doonan had one other
dream that he would have realized and that dream
was concentrated in the future of his son and heir
apparent, Michael Patrick Doonan, Jr., sometimes

boss of the Ninth district and bar room philanthropist. Having brought to mind the abode of
athletics perhaps you can associate this place with
the first real champion that the city of Detroit could

boast.

It was the winning of the championship by

young Doonan that fulfilled the dreams of his
father, won him a wife and made the Tenth St.

Gymnasium and Athletic Club one of the sightseeing places of the city.
(Perhaps dear reader you are all het up about
the fact and you are yelling “on with the story!”

Well, if you are, I’m glad, for then I know you are
interested. But there is just one more detail to
give and we shall continue.)
:
You know all about Mr. Doonan’s ambition, the
athletic club, but you haven’t heard a word about

Kathleen O’Brien.

And Kathleen, being a beauti-

ful damsel, should be first in your imagination and,
too, she was such a pretty girl, but you know your
own weakness. Kathleen was the only and favorite-—quite naturally—of Sheamus O’Brien, who for
many, many years had the grog house on the cor-

McCarty, the “town toper” and horse killer.

On

and on he drove, straight toward pretty Kathleen.
Kathleen seeing the approaching horses bacame
afrighted and in dismay stood in the middle of the
road: a fit prey for the onrushing death.

Onlookers stood aghast; strong men wept and
nervous women screamed.

None, not one of all

the great throng that stood by dared to venture

forth to save the beautiful maidens life. Even
“Smart Jack” Moir, who vowed he loved Kathleen
and whom she looked upon with pleasing eyes because his father had a clothing store and he lived

on Cherry St., even he dared not go to save the
endangered lass.
Just as the horses and “Dogfaced” McCarthy
reached the corner and would in an instant be upon
the miss with the result that life—yes, life itself
would be crushed out of that beautiful creature, who
should rush in but good old, faithful, trustworthy,
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When the gallant fighter saw her coming he knew
not what to do. He did not desire to have a scene
for it might spoil his father’s grocery business, so
putting all his life, effort and drive into his punch
he shot a right hook at the chin of “Terrible
Toothed” Thompson who keeled over on the mat
for the entire count.
Grabbing up the damsel he rushed from the hall
without even so much as letting her get a word in

daring “Mickey” Doonan. Where he came from no
one knew nor could they find out nor did they care
for he rushed from out of the assembled throng and
snatching the maideri from under the horses feet,
pressed her to his bosom and carried her safe and
sound to the edge of the road. Before she could
thank him she was dumbfounded to find that he had
sped. Such a cowardly thing for a brave man to do.
All that day and all the next she wandered in
search of the gallant “Micky.” Up and down
Cherry, over LaBrosse, and through Tenth, but no
sign of the lad. Had she but known that all that
day he was away out in the country at the training
quarters getting in shape for the great battle with

edgewise. ‘Thinking she had come to claim him for
her very own and being content with that he rushed

over to Father Daugherty who did all the wedding
business of old Corktown. The only thing Kathleen.said during the business of tieing the two, was
“yes!” Secretly she did not want to marry “Micky”
but only to thank him for what he had done for her.
But after all, she reasoned, he is now Light Heavy-

“Terrible Toothed” Thompson. Finally becoming
weary of her tramples all through the day and wishing for peace and contentment she wandered down
Tenth Street toward home and the grog shop.
As she passed the Gymnasium and Athletic Club
she heard a great din and noise and much hollering
on the inside. Forthwith she halted for a moment
to hear the cause of such rowdyism. Just then she
heard the name called “Micky!” “Micky” Doonan!
Beat him up! Tear him up! Kill him! Smite him
down!
With the snarl of a wild beast she rushed into

weight Champion of the U. S. A. with the result
that he should gather in a neat pile for old and
mature age. Then too—as we have stated before—
Kathleen dearly loved a fighter. It was inherent.
All her forefathers before her had been fighters.
Why even as a child she could see the best of men
thrown from out of her father’s saloon. All her life
she had respected good fights and fighters. Why
not marry one. And so she did.
And that’s how it happened that Michael Doonan
had his dream come true: “Micky” won the love of
the most beautiful colleen of Cherry Street and the
Tenth Street Gymnasium and Athletic Club became
famous for that fact that a world champion had

the arena and straight to the ring she ran nothing
could stop her. No one dared. She was on her
way to thank “Micky.”
Now “Micky” had run away because he had
thought that she would want to marry him and he
rather hated to take advantage of the poor girl simply because he had saved her life. That’s a big

been trained within its sheltering walls.
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Some Comments upon the Ibenez Case
By Bro. J. Rodriguez, S. M.
T is hardly worth while to pay any attention to
Blasco Ibanez, but the fuss and noise that the

jingo press of France, along with that of the
American papers, compel us to make some comments upon his life and activities.
Senor Ibanez, the man who is acquiring so much
undeserved importance, has been since his childhood a restless, light-hearted boy, given much to
play and less to study. In his youth it was a bitter disappointment to his parents that this wise
man could not endure the long hours of school—
maybe Mr. Ibanez obtained the wisdom of his afterlife from the gods!
As a young man he was early obliged to work
for his livelihood, but not being given to serious
endeavors he chose the quickest and most efficient
way to provide.for himself, namely by preaching
hate among the peace-loving laborers of Valencia.
He made himself the self-appointed leader, and
without compunction watched the prettiest city of
all Spain be torn asunder by the ravages of hate
and greed—those two diabolical enemies of mankind.
After two years of sad experience the workmen
of Valencia recognized Ibanez for what he was
and forced his retirement from public life. But this
could not quell the insatiable ambition of the man,
on the contrary it served to direct his efforts into a
new field—a field more vast and more influential
than that of the despot; namely that of the writer.
There is an old proverb which says “In your writings you show who you are.’ Using this proverb
as a basis of comparison we shall make some inter-

esting conclusions.
In lbanez’s eighteen novels he shows us that he
is a man without principles, a man with little respect and less justice towards his fellow-citizens.
In almost all his works he attacks those old principles and sentiments by which humanity has been
governed in the past, in the present, and we hope in
the future. He is a revolutionist of the worst type
—he runs to ruin all our pet ideas, but in return offers none to replace them.
It is true, that Senor Ibanez’s novels have some

good qualities, they are interesting, made so by the

vast but foolish imagination of the author; and they
are instructive to a certain extent—but he forgets
that all literature is essentially artistic. ‘That it is
the expression of life in the forms of Truth and
Beauty, and not an apology for virtue, nor an attack on vice.
Take for example his much famed “Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse.” Does he not give us a
new insight into the war, and at the same time sow
a feeling of hatred between nations? Does he not
exaggerate the splendid spirit of France, and defame that of Germany. He does not see her view
point in the least item. He slights over the great
qualities of courage, industry, love of work and of
country as mere nothings. ‘Truly this book leaves a
bad taste in the mouth!
Few great fortunes have been made from litera-ture. Ibanez must realize this for he has again set
himself to politics. From his strong retreat at Menton (France) he sallies forth with slanderous at-

tacks upon King Alfonso of Spain; with the avowed
purpose of deposing him and setting up a communistic government.
We said before that an author paints his charac-

ter in his works.

The best method of reading Mr.

Ibanez’s character is to read the discourteous and
slanderous insults which he addresses to the king
and government of Spain. This-slander is not only
an insult to the king and the government, but it is
an insult to all the readers of the newspapers which
tolerate such stuff.
Leave it be known as an unbiased opinion that
every reporter, ambassador, or interviewer, of King
Alfonso agrees in saying that he is one of the most
learned and democratic kings of the world’s history.
Also that he is an enemy of the old formalities of
the middle ages: that he likes his people, associates
with them, and knows them. As proof of this statement | shall quote the opinion of one of the leaders
of the Spanish Republican Party. “With this king,
Spain is as if she were a crowned republic.”
It must be apparent to those people of open
minds, that Blasco Ibanez is going contrary to pub-

lic opinion
; and asa result will make a great splurge
for the moment but will be forgotten in the future.
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A Lucky Dive
By Bro. James EF. Donnelly, S. M.
T ninth of December came the day after
the eighth that year as usual, but somehow
or other Norman considered that particular aggregate of twenty-four hours as the most momentous among his mundane experiences. As he
used to say to his friends, “That day is to me as
the Ides of March was to Julius Caesar, unforgetable.” By this simile he showed the classical cast
of his mind and studious bent of his nature. Norman was not a loquacious individual—which coincided once more with his character—but still there
were times when he would fail against consistency
and talk as abundantly as the rest of mortal kind.
Luckily for my story, | found him in one of these
unusual moments with the result that the tale, con-

nected with the ninth of December, came to my ears
wholly and entirely.
Along about the time when public opinion was
hesitating as to whether Mr. Taft or Mr. Roosevelt
would look best at the presidential chair in the
nation’s White House, Norman Brookes was one
of the two thousand students encumbering the lecture halls and laboratories of Williamstown Col-

lege. The school was famous for not a few things.
It is true this fame did not extend to the country’s
watery boundaries, yet there was a very considerable area which it did embrace. Its faculty was
sufficiently illustrious in educational circles as to
command a respectable hearing whenever one of its
members was quoted in the daily press. The President, Professor Dr. Van ‘Tillman, flouted several

degrees and title, ranging from Doctor of Philosophy to honorable degrees in Law, Science, etc., so
that extra space was generally needed to fully idenetify him when newspapers used his name.
The College was moreover famous for its prowess
and might in the world of sportsmanship and sport.
To the students this was all that mattered for they
could not as yet appreciate the gilded reputation
that advertisements of the institution flashed before
the meek and gullible public eye. Had they not

citants was a suitable candidate for an insane
asylum.
The student-body of Williamstown College was
as a whole intensely interested in sports, particularly in the gridiron game, of that there was no doubt.
Unfortunately however, the honorable president of
the institution had assumed a hostile attitude towards such overbalanced enthusiasm for athletics.
“No college,” said Professor Van Tillman to his
friend, Professor Kirsh, the History wizard, “no college, I repeat, worthy of that appellation, should
Sacrifice its scholarship standing to the advance-

ment of athletics. This must stop.”
“You are right, Professor,” replied Mr. Kirsh.
“But’—and the History professor assumedaserious tone—‘“Is it not better to regulate athletics
rather than supress them altogether? Man is physical as well as mental, you know.”
“We'll see, we'll see,’ cut in the president with
a tone that indicated the conclusion of the discussion.
The learned president was to be excused for his
antagonistic stand towards sports. In his viens
there coursed not the blood of heroes and adventurers but rather the aristocratic strain of ancient and

honorable Dutch burgomasters and burghers. He
had been bred not in the exhilarating atmosphere of
sport and fun, but in the stabilizing and sober air
of wisdom’s domain.
On the tenth of December an important meeting
of the trustees and faculty of the College was to be
held. The students of the school were in consternation—fearing the terrible conclusion that might be
reached at that grave session. Most of the members of the assembly were under the influence of the
uncompromising and inflexible president. ‘The stu-

dents knew that his view would soon become the
view of the majority and then they feared that the
death blow would be given to intercollegiate sports
at the college. Many of the students contemplated
withdrawing from the school but since their opinion

the honor of belonging to a school whose football

was not the deciding factor in the matter—parents

team had boasted of a championship eleven for two
years in succession? And were not two members
of the team All-American men? What more stimulant for just pride and honorable esteem could a

you know had some influence at that time—the

prospect of a sportless college life was casting its

ter-back of the team that year was stoutly of the

shadow on the horizon of their existence.
,
Wednesday was the day when students were allowed a leave of absence to Williamstown.
“It’s a crying shame,” said Bill Long, one of the
members of the championship team, to a crowd of

opinion that anyone who demanded more pride ex-

companions as they strolled from the arched en-

rational person demand?
Norman Brookes who was the captain and quar-
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trance of the institution, after the last afternoon

course on Wednesday. “Here we are’—meaning
the team—“going to be thrown on the scrap-heap
simply because Mr. So-and-So can’t see athletics.”

“Something’s got to be done,” said Joe Myers,
fullback on the team—‘You can’t have a College
without sports that’s as clear as sunlight.”
“Action,” said Norman Brookes the brainy pilot
of the team, “is the best argument. If it is well
directed it is convincing.” “I’ve got a plan,” he continued. “If you fellows will agree and back me up,

maybe something will come of it.”
“Let’s hear it!”
“Unburden yourself!”

“Shoot!”
These and similar exhortations urged Norman to
express himself thus, while most of the fellows, all

athletes or fans, listened attentively.
“You know,” ’ said Norman, “that Professor Van
Tillman is the big opponent of sports and the chief
agitator for their extinction, not so?
“Well,” continued the quarter-back, “if we can
convince him of the value of athletics, the case is

reasoned Long, “and that’s rather desirable than to
spend the rest of college ‘sans’ sport!”
Norman Brookes further instructed his accom-

. plices and upon reaching the town the plan was
_ complete. Bill Long and Joe Myers were to await
the coming of Dr. Van Tillman concealing themselves behind a clump of bushes on the road at a
distance midway between the city and the College.

The road in question was not a busy thoroughfare
and no automobiles could possibly interfere.
Brookes was to follow the President so as not to be
seen until the decisive moment. Then would come
the fireworks.”
All unconscious of the unique argument that the
athletes of the College had concocted for him Professor Doctor Van Tillman, Ph. D., LL. D., M.S..,
M.A., etc., bid a late farewell to Mr. Jonathan Anselm, president of Williamstown National Bank
whom he had won over to his side by an earnest
talk against the bane of intercollegiate sports. “Our
College,” he said in conclusion, “is going to be an
institution of Higher Learning not of higher percentages in the winning column.” Busy with his
thoughts and heedless of passing attractions the

President made his way towards the College. Ata

won.”
“How so?” inquired a skeptic.

“Tom, you ought to know,” explained Norman
to the questioner, “that the Doctor’s intellectual
brilliance has all the other members of the college
board just about blinded. Like moths they’re going to follow the light if we don’t do something to
prevent them.”

“Go on! What’s your plan,’ cried the others getting impatient.
“Well, here it is in a nutshell,” eagerly continued

Brookes. ‘The Doctor will be in town tonight visiting some of his friends and talking over the affairs
of tomorrow’s meeting. He’ll no doubt start for the
College at a late hour. Now I propose that two
of you fellows, say Long and Meyers since you’re
husky enough, disguise yourselves and waylay the
President as he leaves the town and is walking
along this road towards the entrance.”

“Lot of good that’ll do,” said Long. “We’ll only
scare the wits out of him and maybe get pulled in

for the same if the police force is not in bed yet,”
he added with a grin.

safe distance, Norman Brookes all a-tingle with expectancy, followed with careful steps. Just a few
bushes before the one that had been agreed upon,
the Professor came to a sudden halt. Then Norman, who had broken into a run came up behind
some bushes in time to see the startled and terrified President confronted not by two men, but by
one, and he with a menacing pistol pointed at Dr.

Van Tillman’s head.
“Don’t say a word, but gimme what you got”—
was all Norman heard as he sprang from his hiding
place and completed a perfect tackle of the wouldbe assailant. The man was completely unnerved by
this unexpected turn of events, but recovered wits
enough to wriggle from the football player’s grasp
and make tracks industriously for parts unknown.
The President, an amazed spectator of his sudden
episode, eventually realized that his rescuer was
Norman Brookes erstwhile captain of this year’s
championship eleven.
“That,” he murmured taking Norman’s hand and
helping him to his feet, “was a timely interven-

“Here’s the last part of the plan,” interjected the
“plotter” before others could demur . “Just as you
fellows pull the hold-up stunt, I’ll make my appearance, execute a neat tackle and scatter the fake

tion—a lucky dive.”

crooks.

football training, is something mighty fine.”
“I’m game,” said Long and Meyers in one breath.

“Oh that’s only part of what football practice has
taught me.”
“There must be something to the sport if it produces such men as you,” was the President’s reply

“Tt can’t mean more than expulsion if we’re caught,”

and it indicated a total change of opinion.

The President will then have external, ob-

jective proof that athletic training, and especially

Norman Brookes wasa little taken back by this

unforeseen sequel to his plan, but quickly recovering himself he answered:
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The next day the meeting of the board was held
and to the joy of the student-body it was decreed
that intercollegiate sports would remain.
“Williamstown College will endeavor to produce
men who are developed proportionally,” said the
Doctor in his talk to the students at the Assembly
after the holidays. And the President thereafter
preserved and maintained his policy.
Norman Brookes learned that his accomplices had
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been delayed in town on the night of Deeember
ninth—but by a strange freak of fate an actual footpad had tried to waylay the President. Ever since
that night Norman occupied a place of undying remembrance in the mind and hearts of all Williamstown students and Alumni. When his tale was told
all proclaimed him the Saviour of the College, and
since then, concluded Norman, “my success in life
has been phenomenal.”

Word of Kindness
By G. L. Reich
What heart lonely and distressed,
With shades of gloom thickly hovering
Finds not soothing balm e’er blessed,
In that word of one still loving,
3reath of kindness truly charming.
When all hope was ebbing low
And despair seemed onward speeding,
What has stayed the awful woe?
Was it not that welcome blessing
In that sigh of kindness dwelling?
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Figuring with the Railroads
By Ernest H. Mueller
CO

NE of the first things you were taught at the

beginning of your school career was to
count from one to ten. Little did you then
realize what fabulous figures could be contrived
from these ten fundamentals of English counting.
Later on, though still in the “grades” you would
count to one hundred or more in games that are
still fresh in your memory. ‘The sole purpose of
this counting was to assist you in remaining in a
given place during this operation for the time required for the count before executing certain duties
as participant in the game. You well remember
that such account required from four to eight minutes of mental disturbance. Now let’s jump to
quite a large number, say forty thousand. Imagine
the mental agony of your brain during the time required to count this. Nevertheless figures like this
are required, for just add the word feet to the rear
of forty thousand and you have come upon a record
established by man as being the highest point
reached by a human being above the earth’s sur-

face. Quite a distance isn’t it? But now multiply
this figure by 5280 and this and the result obtained
reduced to an equivalent of English measure on
larger scale will give you 40,000 miles as an answer.
Forty thousand miles, quite a length to be considered, just one and three-fifths times the circumference of the earth. I say again quite large. However large, this figure 40,000 miles, represents the
approximate mileage of the entire steam rail system in this wonderful country of ours.

where form 10 to 40 miles per hour. But 40 miles
per hour is by no means the highest speed reached.
Our passenger trains reach as high as 70 to 80
miles per hour where the location permits. In all,
this roadbed must be ready for any and all service,
anytime, anywhere.
Now the means of propulsion and haulage will
be considered. We enter the question of haulage
first. With the passenger train almost everyone is
acquainted with the “diner,” Pullman baggage and

observation cars. All told there are just 53,000 such
cars in operation. Now we shall look over the
2,400,000 freight cars that are either moving along
in trains of a mile length, or being side-switched
into some railroad yard or waiting idly for a turn
to be filled. These cars can haul from 20 to 90 tons
without overstraining any part of themselves. ‘They
will haul anything, from live stock, perishables,
wearing apparel, coal, machinery, to everything

and anything one could think of. The cars are also
constructed for their special intended use. We have
the box car, the coal car, the flat car, the dump car
and quite a few more of special design. Here is
another item which could keep a few busy keeping
track of them and their cost.
Now the means for propelling the aforesaid number of cars must be had. They have it—65,000
locomotives in use.

However, when we take the

So from the time DeWitt Clinton ran his first
steam engine, we have progressed until now we
have some five transcontinental trunk lines which
help to sum up the forty thousand miles.
Now the first fundamental in railroading is the
path, or trail or better the roadbed, which is the
same to the railroad as the highway is to the automobile. Now to maintain a roadbed of forty thousand miles ever ready for use requires quite an in-

steam locomotive into consideration we cannot say
that the whole number of them are ready for operating at the same time. They spend one-fourth of
their time in the repair shop being gone over. These
monsters are not even 25% efficient but when we
consider what they accomplish we can pass this
over, as the hauling of a train of 17,500 tons up
grades of 2% and 3% from 10 to 30 miles per hour.
But even this loss in efficiency is being overcome
with the use of the electric locomotive which by
actual experiment has given twice the power and
brakeage of the steam monster. At present there

vestment of money.

are only a few electrics in operation compared with

First the rails themselves re-

quire quite a string of figures to represent their cost.
Then the base which must be somewhat elastic, is
of wooden blocks five and one-half feet by eight
inches by eight inches. These bases or supports are

placed about three feet apart and are of the very

the steam locomotive.

But time and figures will

manufacture a plan when the steam locomotive will
be a curiosity.

it.

A railroader’s life is figure, figure and no end to
He must figure the cheapest method for oper-

best of wood, oak, hickory and ash and their cost

ation and transportation.

is somewhere near $2 each.

the nation’s demands.

Then too, every few

He must be ready for

He must have funds to pay

years each block must be replaced by a new one to

his millions of employees and to carry on his vast

maintain the service for 200 to 300 ton locomotives

projects and plans.

and trains up to 17,500 tons loaded, running any-

one calculation after another.

In all, a railroader’s life is just
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World Peace

Perfect

reconciliation

between

every man and his God; sincere
’

reconciliation between the members of each single
nation; loyal reconciliation between nations; loving reconciliation of seceded Christians to the
church.
The effecting of this fourfold peace is the aim of
His Holiness, Pius XI, during the Holy Year of

1925.

The Holy Father realizes that the war did

not end with the Treaty of Versailles and that now
more than in any period of the existence of civilization is felt the need for a true, deep peace in and
between the nations of the world.
Christianity, founded in humanity. and poverty,
that is to say on the antithesis of the cause of so
much evil, beckons us to peace along the paths
where alone peace is to be found.
Christianity exists not only for individuals but
for nations, and the remedies for the vexatious state
of internecine warfare of today are greater humility, instead of national pride, sincere love towards
the enemies of yesterday, and less greediness for
material prosperity.

that concerning the debt of France to America. As
many are aware of, there was and is even now, to
no less degree, a movement on foot to cancel the
debt.
Naturally the affirmative side is led by
French interests which have enticed the American
bankers in a manner. The individual opponent in

the Senate is Senator Borah who claims that the
debt should be demanded, as, economically, France
is capable of paying and is only playing the delay
game because of politics. Very few facts are given
in argument but decisions are harangued, through
the mediums of sentiment and emotion. ‘The political situation is responsible no doubt, but France,

because of her foolhardiness in the Ruhr, has been
forced to pay a great deal to the financiers interested in the occupied territory and now she wishes
to close her coffers.
The arguments on both sides are nothing but
generalizations that mean little or nothing. On the
one hand we hear about France aiding the colonies
in the Revolutionary War and on the other about
America saving France in the World War. Leave
us throw such sentimental bickering overboard.

The Pope invites all Catholics to devote the sol-

France aided the colonies in the Revolution because

emn prayers of the holy year for the consummation

of an ancient grudge with England and it was an
opportunity for her purse snappers to reap a plentiful harvest without exerting much spring labor.

of a religious reconciliation.

If this year could

hasten its temporal consummation, the holy year
of 1925 would be remembered as one of the great-

est periods of time in the history of Christianity.
—G.N.

That peerless champion, LaFayette, was only nineteen years old when he stepped on our shores to aid
us, for which we are thankful.

In him, however,

we do not see an altruistic France. The colonies to
America
versus France

A question that is a debatable one,
in a sense, and the conclusion of

which is slow in coming forth is

him were abodes of accommodation.

Beyond a

doubt America did save France from defeat, but
American lives were not thrown into a massacre

UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON EXPONENT
machine because of any other reason than this one:
our own liberty was in jeopardy and had we not
been in danger the tune of “Deutschland Uber
Alles” played on the walls of France’s last resistance would not have hastened us “No-Man-Landward.”

America is not going to hold the bag for differ-.
ences of opinion over there. The noose that France
hung around Germany’s neck choked the latter but
was an ornament for the former.

Our proposals

of a settlement tightened the noose around France’s
throat and she claims it distasteful and even then
there is no Ruhr guard with bayonets. Leading

financiers claim that France is able to meet the debt,
so out and out proposals should be sent over there.
American people have supported the loans by taxes
and other means and they should be relieved. It is
not an oppressive debt and there should not be any

ill will harbored because of it.
It is said that America is not so popular in France
as it was in 1918 and 1919. The reason given is the
debt. That is not just. The debt should not be
considered in determining the feeling for Americans. Individual Americans have expended some
numerous neat sums to help restore devastated

France.

Hundreds of thousands of dollars have .

been used to hasten the rehabilitation of war-made
deserts. This is not only a reason why France
should pay the debt she owes, but also a reason why
France should get off her pedestal of distrustfulness and aloofness and appreciate what Americans
have done to aid her during her periods of trouble.

—T. G. F.

A Taste of

The late Dr. Furness in a farewell

address to the students of the University of Pennsylvania said, “If
you cannot drink deep out of the Pierian spring, in
heaven’s name take a sip.” No doubt Dr. Furness
meant the Classics when he referred to the Pierian
spring. Hence this clever little expression of his,
clearly informs us of the high esteem in which he
held the Classics. He would have all those who
are not able to take the full meal of the classical
course, at least to taste of it.
By merely coming into contact with the Greek
and Latin masters one imbibes a certain amount of
culture, not so much perhaps by what these masters
have said and done, but by what this contact leads
to. Curiosity is one of the most powerful motive
forces within man that will, if once aroused, make

the Classics

him go out in search of knowledge.

And it is safe

to say that a mere taste of the Classics will arouse
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age in which they lived; to know more of the influence they exerted upon the thinkers of their own
age and of succeeding ages; to know more about
their political, social and moral principles; to know
in just what their philosophy differs from that of
the moderns; in short, this “sip” from the Perian
spring will lead them to personal research. And
therein lies the cultural value of this taste of the
Classics. A man of serious research soon acquires
a fund of world knowledge, which will broaden his
views upon all topics whether historical, philosophical, scientific, sociological or moral. He will soon
learn to judge and solve the problems arising in
these various fields, because of his contact with
those great minds who have judged and solved before him. This ability to seize the problems that
confront him and to work them out correctly, is
what constitutes a cultured man.
Hence those students not enjoying the privilege
of a classical course, should take it upon themselves
to get into contact with the Classics, even though
this contact be slight, as soon as possible. For having read these masters, if not in the original at least
in translation, and having done some little research
work, they will have tasted those most luscious intellectual viands, the consumption of which builds
up that subtle thing called culture.
—V.K.,S.M.

Leadership

One of the greatest demands of

the day, if not the greatest demand, is heard coming from the world in its call for
leaders. Leaders are not born they are made. A
leader is one who can stand on his feet and fight for

the courage of his convictions, and for the betterment of humanity, despite the strong sentiment
and public opinion that may be against him. He,
who is a leader, must necessarily be a fighter. Indeed, everyone admires a fighter, even his bitterest
opponents.

The need of good leadership is apparent in all
walks of life.

A crowd, as a crowd, can do nothing

worth while.

They must have someone to lead

them on, and never will that someone be a man
who is just a member of the crowd. A leader must
make it possible for the people to look up to him
with respect, and also to have confidence in his
judgment. ‘These requisites are sometimes found
in the personality of a man. It may be said that
as the leader goes, so do the people go under him.
If a leader has a loose system of morals it will have

its bad effects on those whom he leads.

It is prac-

tically the same application of the above principles

in any thinking man a desire to know more about

that fits in the business world.

the Greek and Latin masters; to know more of the

business has the respect and love of his employees,

If the leader of a

ze.
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he will >get much more results than will the employer who is not liked by his workmen.
So, we see, then, that real true leaders must be

men of character; men of intelligence; men of confidence. ‘They must have a knowledge of human
nature, and a sound religious belief.
—R. C.
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1925 VARSITY BASEBALL SQUAD

On May 22 the Flyer baseball nine traveled to

Butler staged a ninth inning rally which for a
time threatened the Flyer’s lead, but the rally was
cut short after four runs had been scored. Seven
straight hits coupled with a base on balls in the

Butler had beaten the Flyers earlier in the season
so the resulting verdict was the more gratifying.
Our Ohio conference friends from Cincinnati, the
Bearcats, came to Dayton to play the final game of
the season. Wild throws and wierd fielding tells
a tale self explanatory of the result. John Bradley,
a Cincinnati man, playing his last game with the
Flyers, pitched a good brand of ball but his team
was just a little lax with the proper support in the
pinches. He fanned six batters, most of them be-

third round gave the Dayton nine a safe margin

ing when the bases were loaded.

the Hoosier state and scored a revengeful triumph
over the Butler College nine. The Flyer batsmen
had a big third inning getting runs off the offerings of pitchers Christopher and Morris of the

Butler College team.

for Pitcher Snelling to work on.

He pitched in

Neither team got a man on base in the opening

fine style until the ninth when he was forced to

frame, Skeeter Kisele taking care of the Bearcat

retire in favor of Caulfield.

batsmen

Jim Blake was the big man with the stick getting
three safeties out of three times to the plate.

for two assists and one putout in the opening inning.
In the second stanza both clubs rallied. Bradley

practically single-handed, getting’ credit

UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON EXPONENT
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beaned Teilers, who led off for the Cincinnati team
in the second. Murphy dropped Strand’s easy fly.
Keller singled, scoring Teilers. Glasgow singled
and Strand scored when Bill Blake missed his
brother’s peg to the plate. In the second half of

Jim Blake was again the big man with the stick
getting 3 out of 4. Puig, who has led the team in
batting during the entire season, failed for the first
time to get a safe bingle.

this same inning the Baujanites scored once on

the only men the Flyer squad will miss next year,
so the prospects for another banner season are
pleasingly bright.
A picture of the members of the University
of Dayton baseball team for the year 1925. In
the_rear row, left to right, they are: Coach Harry C.
Baujan, Martin Murphy, William Belanich, Jim

Murphy’s single and Jim Blake’s triple.

The Red and Blue forged into the lead in the
third on McGarry’s single and Sam Hipa’s pretty
circuit swat to center. The Bearcats came back in
the fourth and knotted the count at 3-3 when Berger drew a base on balls with the bases full and
Strand walked across with the tying run. The fifth
and sixth were scoreless for both teams.

The seventh proved lucky for the Bearcats. Valentine reached first on Puig’s error. Bower was
hit by a pitched ball. Keller hit to McGarry who
threw wide to second and Valentine scored. Bowen

counted on Bill Blake’s wild heave to second. The
Bearcats sent their final counter across the plate in
the ninth when Bowen tripled to center and took
home on a bad throw to the plate.

Joe Bach, Edward Tobin and John Bradley are

Blake, Leo McDonald, Dick Snelling, Bill Clarke,

John Bradley, Sam Hipa and Manager John Water-

meyer.
The second row, left to right:
Charles

Weber, Thomas

Gallaher,

Walter Achiu,
Herb

Eisele,

Captain William Blake, Joe Bach, Ed Tobin, John
Debesis and Baldo Puig.
Seated in the front row are: Archie Leary, Mick
Cholley, Jock McGarry, and Bill Honeyman.
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Frolicsome Folly
By Leo Virant
TO THE MODERN GIRL
Laugh, and the world laughs with you—
Weep and the rouge comes off.

Maxwell—That guy is so dumb he don’t know
the war is over.
Gallagher—What war?
ko)Soe ne

Beggar

Will you give me a dime for a cup of

It was the end of the scene—the heroine was
starving. “Bread,” she cried. “Give me bread.”
And then the curtain came down witharoll.

coffee?

* ok Ox

Frosh—Let’s see the coffee first.

It was midnight on the ocean,
And was storming to beat the band;
But the sailor didn’t mind it—
He was sitting on dry land.

Geology—Give me the name of the largest diamond
?
Bliley

*

The ace.

*

After all, the fact remains that the aristocratic

War cry of the modern woman—Millions for
dress but not one cent for clothing.
*

waffle is nothing but a prosaic pancake with cleats
attached.
2K

ok

ok

The grapefruit is a lemon that had a chance and

OK

took advantage of it.

Stecker—Whereya going with that pool stick?

*

Tobin—Lishen, I’m goin’ to a billiard ball.
*k

2

Hysteria of the Modern Error (Spoofenberger)

*
x

“On with the dance!”
Professor—What is your idea of civilization?
Walsh—It’s a good idea. Somebody ought to
start it.
ee
ie

First Frosh—Where are the shower baths?
Second ditto—I don’t know. I’ve only been here
three weeks myself.
pinSheetak

Some men are born jackasses—others go to college and fall in love with co-eds.

She (moonlight and everything
)—What does love
\

mean, anyhow?
Frosh (embarrassed)—“‘Er-it means nothing in
tennis.”
*K

*

*

kK

Song of the duck—*Waddle I Do?”

That well known phrase

aptly describes the period of 20204 to 40202 B. P.
During that era some dynasty, preferably the Narrowlungians, held the upper hand, the lower being
free, perhaps. Charles the Bald had an inexplicable hatred of barbers, occasioned probably by the
fact that on New Years Eve he accidentally drank
some Rudy Oil, thinking it was wine. If he were
living today, he wouldn’t be able to tell the dif-

ference.

To resume, he (Charles) was a fairy nice

fellow withall, as was shown by the fact that he
. never attended college dances—in the day time.
2K

*k

*K

It’s very appropriate that college clothes have
only two buttons; you know: “Rich man, poor
man

.

”

2K

ok

2K

Soph—‘“It looks like rain.”

Fresh—‘ What looks like rain?”

Soph-“Water.”

|
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Nowadays a man’s choice seems to lie between a
single life and a shingled wife.
Se

*

*

*

A Senior stood on the railroad track,

And thelet Senior pass.
*K

*

2K

*

Potter—Caulfield made the best after-dinner
speech I ever heard.
Yagow—What did he say?
Potter—Waiter, give me the check.

*

*

*

x

La Dumbell—I got a football letter in college.
Sans
ment.”

Merci—Yes, ’

sayin
y

2

“Please

return

He was jealous. No wonder, then, that, when he
heard the opposing quarterback sing out, “1-6-7-9”
he leaped through the line and strangled him. It
was his girl’s telephone number.
2k

A train was coming fast,
The train got off the railroad track,

equip-
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ok

“Leave ‘me alone,’ I sadly sigh,
As I bow my head, and give a groan;
I’m broke, I am, and that is why
You hear me say, ‘leave me a loan.’ ”
*
.
*
*
“What character do you have in the next act?”
“I’m not supposed to have any character, I’m a
chorus girl.”
*
*
**
x
Sick Man: “I feel as though I’ve been through
hell!”
Friend (at bedside): “Now, Bill, you mustn’t go
crossin’ yer bridges before you come ter them.”

The Right Kind of
Friends
HE right kind
of friends are
Aleei not always the
R28 ll friends you like, nor
=those that flatter
+ fiee:you.
The best
:
friends are those
that are loyal, dependable and hon-

est. It is the constant aim of this
institution to make all of its employees worthy and desirable friends
to its patrons.

Val. Hegman

LOTHES
LEANED
LEAN

Dealer in and Manufacturer of

Expert Cleaning,
Pressing, Repairing and

Trunks
Bags
Suit Cases
Harness

Alterations
First Class Service

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

TRUNKS and SAMPLE WORK
A SPECIALTY

We call for and deliver
all work.

Garfield 2280

South Park
Tailor Shop

‘““AT THE CHIMES”’

136 East Third Street

Next to Sweeney’s

The New Idea Repair Shop

Home and Office
Suggestions

Awanda
Studios Company

Repairing of all kinds

MIAMI
Loan & Building Association

Bring your old shoes and
have them made like new.
I use only the best material.

Highest Grade of
OAK
LEATHER
PRICES REASONABLE

36 W. Third St.

Dayton, Ohio

Next to Tressler’s

Tickle Your Palate with

REICHERT’S
WHOLESALE BAKERY

Globe-Wernicke Sectional Book Cases
Desks, Chairs, Costumers, Filling Cabinets
Globe Cabinet Safes and Safes
Conklin, Waterman, Wahl, Shafor, Parker

Self Filling Fountain Pens.

Everybody’s Book Shop
Chas. W. Bieser, Owner

Gar. 1874, 1873

21-23 W. Fifth Street

If your Ad.
qwere here

Quality line of

‘Baked Goods

WE

At your favorite grocer

qwould be reading it.

or delicatessen

Teachers of

POPULAR MUSIC
ONLY
Beginners

Advanced

Garfield 1056

136 SOUTH MAIN STREET
Entrance: North Door of

Lyceum Theatre
Our beautiful funeral home is
placed at the disposal of those we
serve without charge.

Westbrock
Funeral Home
1712 South Wayne Ave.
Garfield 1072—PHONES—East 2075

_

Laundry and

Hospital Supplies

Young’s

SOAP, SODA, STARCH,
BLUEING, PADDING,

Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing

Various kinds of

Work Called for and Delivered

Cotton and Wool Materials, Etc.

Let us knock the spots out of your clothes

Established Forty Years Ago

The FANSHER Bros. Co.
113 W. Court St.
Dayton, Ohio

Gar. 1523

1231 SOUTH BROWN STREET

This Magazine 1s
Our Product

Hollencamps

(Bie

J.C. Ely Printing
Company

SODA
In all Assorted Flavors and the Very Best
Just phone what you want and we will deliver to you

205-207-209 SOUTH JEFFERSON ST.

FELLOWS

TRY OUR CEREAL BEVERAGES

“Golden Glow”

For A-1 Service and Sanitation try

Harry's
Barber Shop
206 S. Ludlow Street

= AND

“Dark Creat”
VERY

REFRESHING

Near Fifth

She and You—
will find immense

stocks to choose
from, consistently
low prices and a

square deal if you
buy your furniture

The Hollencamp Products Co.
Bell Main 433

PHONES

Home 2433

at

When in need of new Glasses or

repairs are necessary on the
old glasses, visit

(appel 5

117 South Ludlow

OPTICIANS

ALUMNI PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY
ARCHITECT

ACCOUNTANT AND AUDITOR

HOWARD GERMANN, ’0!
Schwind Building
Dayton, Ohio

AL: MAHRST 12
with
Smart, Gore & Co.
800 Callahan Bldg., Dayton, Ohio
ATTORNEYS

Compliments of
JOEN C: SHEA

JOSEPH B. MURPHY. 01
Murphy, Elif, Leen & Murphy
1001-07 Schwind Building
Dayton, Ohio

Suite 510 Schwind Building,
Dayton, Ohio
WALTER L. CONNORS, ’05
620-23 Reibold Building
Dayton, Ohio

DAVID KERSTING, ’05
1055 Reibold Building
Dayton, Ohio

HARRY SOLIMANO, ’07
Fiorint & Solimano

CLARENCE J. STOECKLEIN, 08.
709 Reibold Building
Dayton, Ohio

955-58 Reibold Building
Dayton, Ohio

HORACE BOESCH, ’14
805-07 U. B. Building
Dayton, Ohio

FRANCIS C. CANNY, ’09
506-08 Dayton Savings and Trust Bldg.
Dayton, Ohio
I}NGINEERS

HARRY F. FINKE, '02

per

Finke Engineering Company
a
ee

ee

ee
eee
/QZ Commercial Building

appeal ay eg

Dayton, Ohio
JOURNALISTS

FRANCIS J. POWERS, 712
|

HARRY KENNEDY, ’16

Sport Editor

Sport Editor

Cleveland Plain Dealer
Cleveland, Ohio

Dayton Journal and Herald
Dayton, Ohio

DENTISTS

DR. LEON DEGER, ’10 -

DR. FRANCIS GAYNOR, 715

Fidelity Building

Brown and Warren Sts.

Dayton, Ohio

Dayton, Ohio

Edndae

pore

STOVES, RANGES
and FURNACES

eens

For Coal, Wood, Gas

YM

and Electricity
Also

ELECTRIC WASHING MACHINES,
The Perfect Stove for Baking.

' VACUUM CLEANERS AND

The result of much experimenta-

tion.

ALL KINDS OF

Entirely eliminates scorched |

edges, “Humps,” or uneven baking.

ir

SMALL ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

Gas fumes are entirely kept from
the baking oven. Only fresh air

ESTATE HEATROLA

enters this chamber.

CONVENIENT
MONTHLY
TERMS

Furnishes Furnace Comfort
for Small Homes.

NEXT TO
VICTORY
THEATRE

130-132
NORTH
MAIN ST.
PhoneMain 1907

The Witte Tegenkamp Co.
’

Dealers in

Oo te eo ee

Prayer Books, Religious Articles, Pictures
Importers of Vestments, Laces, Banners, Chalices,
Ostensoria, Ete. Candles, Sanctuary Oil, Incense,
Charcoal, Tapers, Etc. Mission Supplies.
DAYTON, OHIO

113 S. Ludlow St.

The Reynolds & Reynolds Go.
Manufacturers
TABLETS, COMPOSITION AND
: STENOGRAPHERS'
NOTE BOOKS
PADS and SCHOOL PAPERS

OF ALL KINDS
DayTON, OHIO

Culp’s Poultry
Coal Coal Coal
We handle

High Grade Coals
for

Industrial and Domestic Use

South End
Haberdasher

G:..672

MILK FED

E. J. STOECKLEIN
High Class Line of

GENTS
FURNISHINGS

BUTTER and EGGS
Always Fresh

First Quality

Retail Stands

The H. Tahl Company
Perry and Longworth Sts.

Chickens, Turkeys, Ducks, Geese

1075 S. Brown St.

DAYTON, OHIO

29-40 DAYTON ARCADE

New Wide-Bottom

Collegiate ‘Trousers
The latest sensation in Eastern Colleges

—the favorite dress and outing trousers
of well dressed men.

Made of all wool

materialsin light grays, tans and heathers. Snug fitting waists with or with-

out cuffs. Wear with dark coats or a
colorful slip-over sweater.

Let Mr. Robbins who is in charge of
_this department, show you these popular
trousers— (Oh yes, the are price right.)

Come in and get one of our Straw Hats
B. O. ROBBINS

Designed not merely to keep a head cool

Trouser Department

but to keep ahead.
. OF D:: MEN ALWAYS WELCOME

BUCKINGHAM'’S
28-30 East Third Street
,

HOME OF HART SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES

JUST A LINE TO DAYTON MERCHANTS!
The man who gave a party, and didn’t invite his brother, explained that he had to draw the line somewhere.

The advertiser in selecting mediums, must of course draw the line somewhere. But if he draws
line at “The Exponent Magazine” he separates himself from over 1,000 consumers of his kind of goods
at Dayton University.
Dayton University is ready at all times to buy of “progressiv e” merchants, if they will only
‘
with the other “live wires” whose advertisements appear in “The Exponent Magazine.”
*
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GARFIELD 409

|

||

America’s Largest
Distributors

Don’t make a mistake in the name,

only one

FG. MEYER
JEWELER

of No. 10 Canned
Goods

14 West Fifth Street
Agent for

OR forty years
the

leading

specialists in supplying the institutional table.

Gruen Watches

Cur-

rent price list on request.

John Sexton & Company
Wholesale Grocers

oe

Chicago

Branches at Strategic Shipping Points

A full line of Watches, Clocks,
Diamonds, Silverware
and Ivory Goods

FINE WATCH REPAIRING

